1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 THREATS TO WIRELESS LAN

Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) have many possible disturbing threats. The security issues which affect the WLAN are the various attacks including Denial of Service (DoS) and mis-configured wireless access point (WAP). In addition to the number of attacks on wired networks, a there are few specific attacks vulnerabilities in the wide array of 802.11 affect the wireless networks. For protecting and detecting these possible threats, an intrusion detection and prevention system must be used by the wireless networks. Intrusion detection system solution is also important for the organizations which do not have a WLAN due to the dangerous wireless threats [1, 18, 22, 24, 25, 26].

A misbehaving Wireless Access Point (WAP) is introduced into the wireless networks 802.11 which attacks and collects the sensitive data from the WLAN. Even the users introduce the misbehaving nodes. WLANs can be improved well on combining the advantages of the less expense and trouble-free installation along with the mobility. A backdoor can be created into the network by implementing a WAP on an identified WLAN [1, 18].

Many location-based wireless defense techniques & routing protocols are affected by the wormhole attack. The existing wireless network routing protocols are not able to find the routes lengthy than two or more hops if there is no mechanism for defending wormhole attacks which disrupts communication severely. [11, 15, 19].

Wormhole helps in the networking services as it offers a lengthy network link to the link layer and up which is useful for the attacker to use that link. The flow of data is disrupted by modifying data packets, creating unwanted routing activities, selectively dropping and turning off the wormhole link periodically, when the attackers utilize a high volume of network traffic during the wormhole. [14, 17, 20].

In this paper an attempt has been made to propose a fully distributed approach for early warning, when pre-attack activities are detected, using trust mechanisms. The remaining paper is organized in the different sections. Section II discuss the research work done in the field. Section III presents the Distributed Agent Based detection Technique for DDoS. Section IV presents the results and discussion. In last Section-V conclusions are presented.

1.2 PREVIOUS WORK

In the last few years a large number of studies have been done by various researchers. In the previous work, a MAC layer based defense architecture for the Reduction of Quality (RoQ) attacks in Wireless LAN was designed for the detection and prevention of intruders in WLAN [1].

In the second work, a cross-layer based intrusion detection technique for wireless local area networks was designed. In this technique a combined weight value was computed from the RSS and TT. If the weight value is greater than a threshold value, then the corresponding node is considered as an attacker. Significant results were obtained using proposed techniques [2].

As continuation in the previous works, detection technique for the wormhole attacks are proposed in this paper.

1.3 DDoS (DISTRIBUTED DENIAL OF SERVICE) ATTACKS

DDoS attacks commonly overthrow the channel by sending enormous packets from various attack sites. As a result the channel wastes its important resources. During extensive attacks, DDoS traffic also generates an intense congestion in the Internet which disturbs the normal communication between all Internet users [1].

There is only one approach to fully eradicate the DDoS attack is by securing the various nodes on the Internet.
against misuse that is impractical. Generally major spots currently handle the issues with critical approaches. This will creates the barrier for the attacker.

The prevention and detection of DDoS remain open challenges and there is need to develop defenses approach for the detection of attacks and responsive system by falling excess traffic. DDoS attacks are triggers by the victim, source and the intermediate networks means the three major components of network. From the destination, it is very easy to detect an attack at the destination as compared to the source because destination generate high volume of traffic that source [2]. There is need to implement number of approaches simultaneously and collaboratively on the wireless networks to protect various nodes from the attackers. There are number of approaches introduces by adding digital signatures and encryption features, but these are relative complex, more overhead, and more delay to the network. The prevention and detection mechanism is need to address for providing the quality of services. In this paper an Intelligent Agent Based Defense (IABD) Architecture for DDoS Attacks was proposed, which is fully distributed and provides an early warning when pre-attack activities are detected, using trust mechanisms.

Znaidi et al. [4] have proposed a mechanism for securing, defending and detecting wormhole attack in wireless networks. This mechanism considering local and neighborhood information and not necessitating the other parameters such as location information, clock synchronization or dedicated hardware. Furthermore, the algorithm is also not dependent on the wireless communication models. The limitation of this mechanism is that, a wormhole link could be detected only if the actual distance between the any two wormhole nodes is greater than four-hop because of the computed coefficients.

Xu et al. [5] have proposed a distributed wormhole detection algorithm (DWDA) in the basis of network disorder detection initiated by the presence of a wormhole. In this algorithm a hop-counting approach was used as an investigation procedure for the wormhole attack detection and then rebuilds local maps in all node. Later, it uses a “diameter” feature to detect irregularities triggered by wormholes. The key benefit of using DWDA approach is that it can provide the approximate location of a wormhole that helps the researcher for designing further defense approaches.

Win et al. [6] had addressed the various wormhole attack detection methods for wireless networks. In this paper they addressed approach exercised in the DaW security model which combines a defense and detection approach for wormhole attack by using false positive, false negative and precision of alarm performance parameters. The alarms were compared with LF analysis and found to be more specific. The performance of the approach was measured using ns-2 simulations and found that the proposed routing protocol was performed much better in terms to attain low delay.

Hu et al. [7] have presented a challenging attack to defend against a wormhole attack in a wireless networks, and propose a new method for defending and detecting wormhole. In this approach a packet leashes method was proposed to detect wormhole attacks using following types of leashes (i) geographic leashes and (ii) temporal leashes. Finally, an efficient authentication protocol was designed, called TIK by using temporal leashes.

Ronghui et al. [8] have introduced a simple and effective approach locate and detect wormhole attack. This approach was based on the idea of location discovery in wireless networks using hop counting method. This algorithm also provides an estimation of location of wormhole in wireless networks.

Kaitsi et al. [9] have presented a new protocol called DAWWSEN having a defence and detection approach against the wormhole attack, a powerful attack that has serious consequences on sensor routing protocols. The main advantage of this algorithm is that it works without the time stamp of the packet for detecting a wormhole attack and does not need any geographical information about the nodes. This is an imperative parameter for the resource confined behavior of the sensor nodes. In future work, some modifications can be introduced to our routing protocol in order to get a balanced tree where the load would be fairly distributed among the nodes since this will considerably help in reducing the value of Trefresh.

Choi et al. [10] developed a secure and effective mechanism without using special support of hardware called Wormhole Attack Prevention (WAP). The mechanism provide detection as well as prevention in wireless networks. They proposed an effective mechanism based on dynamic source routing protocol. The major benefit of this approach is that it can work without time synchronization of the location information. Their future work is to study false negative and false positive rate problems for the detection of wormholes.

Phuong et al. [12] have presented a transmission time based approach for the detection of wormhole attacks in wireless networks. The proposed approach is used for the detection of wormhole by computing the transmission time (TT) between established path of two successive nodes. Attack is identified by transmission time between two fake nodes created by wormhole and this transmission time is significantly higher between the two real nodes that are within the range.

Sriram et al. [13] have proposed a classification for the various possible wormhole attack using an infrastructure based wireless networks. They had proposed a detection approach by using Neighbor Discovery and Link Verification parameters. These parameters are used to observe traffic in and out of its adjoining access point and uses of first-hop and second-hop neighbors’ data structure. This approach decrease the risk of wormhole attacks and does not need any location information and clock synchronization.

Recently, many researchers have proposed intrusion detection techniques for wireless sensor networks [3, 16, 21-24].
2. AGENT BASED DEFENSE ARCHITECTURE

2.1 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND OVERVIEW

In our proposed architecture, many autonomous agents tend to protect the internal system network. In any possible attack related scenarios, the agents will sent alert messages for the network administrator. Each agent will execute a security monitoring function at a specified node and monitor the network traffic data against any attacks. Figure 1 presents the sample network topology with four attackers (marked as A1, A2, A3 and A4) and two legitimate clients (marked as C1 and C2). The bottom most node (marked as victim) is the victim node. It also consists of one BS (node 18). The attack related alert messages are send to this BS by the agents. There is an authenticator placed between the victim and the BS in order to verify the alert messages. Each agent monitors the traffic in a cost effective manner at a superflow level. This level comprises all packets destined from all possible source IP for the same network domain and having the same prefix IP address of the same destination domain. It also operates different protocols such as UDP or TCP etc that detects the cumulative from individual flows.

The detection approach is proposed at the agent level for the detection of sudden variations in the flows of traffic. When a DDoS attack is triggered, the agents which are deployed initially, monitor variation in spatiotemporal distribution of volumes of traffic. Typically, these variations in traffic flows are towards the direction of the victim node, whereas random fluctuations occurred due to legitimate traffic flows will not be in the direction of the victim. Based on these changes, these agents exchange traffic surge reports with each other, and collaboratively detect the attacker. Then an alert message is send upstream towards the source node. Let t1, t2, ..., tn be the time intervals.

FOR INCOMING TRAFFIC:

Let \( NP_{tk} \) be the amount of received packets by an agent \( Ai \) at time \( tk \).

We can define the historical approximation of average number of packets as:

\[
AVGNP_{tk} = (1 - \lambda).AVGNP_{tk-1} + \lambda. NP_{tk}
\]  
(1)

Where \( 0 < \lambda < 1 \) is sensitivity factor showing the long-term average performance to the current traffic change. Then the change of the input traffic \( dvitk \) from the average by time \( k \) is given by

\[
dvitk = dvitk_{tk-1} + NP_{tk} - AVGNP_{tk}
\]

(2)

In DDoS attack, the total deviation is significantly more than the random fluctuations. Since the deviation of input traffic is sensitive to the traffic changes, we calculate the abnormal deviation of input traffic \( AVGdv \) from historical average as:

\[
AVGdv_{tk} = \frac{dvitk}{AVGNP_{tk}}
\]

(3)

If \( AVGdv > \delta \), where \( \delta \) is the detection threshold that represents attack traffic. The value of \( \delta \) can be fixed based on the previous detection results. If \( AVGdv < \delta \), then there is no DDoS attack.

FOR OUTGOING TRAFFIC

Let \( NP_{tk} \) be number of packets leaving at time \( k \). Then the deviation of the output traffic \( dvotk \) from the average at time \( k \) is given by

\[
dvotk = dvotk_{tk-1} + NP_{tk} - AVGNP_{tk}
\]

(5)

Where \( AVGNP_{tk} \) is the historical average leaving packets determined similar to (1). If \( AVGdv > \delta \), then calculate \( dvio_{tk} \), which is defined as the ratio of incoming and outgoing traffic deviations, which is calculated using (2) and (5) as,

\[
dvio_{tk} = \frac{dvotk}{dvitk}
\]

(6)

Through monitoring the \( dvio \) value, an agent decides whether deviation is due a DDoS attack.

If \( dvio \) is close to 1 (one), the traffic aggregation pattern is considered suspicious. The agent then triggers an alert message and also intimate the pattern to the source. Otherwise the agent will sends a repeated message regarding status, indicating that there is no any anomaly observed.

3. TRUST AMONG AGENTS

In our distributed agent based IDS, we are using the concept of trust mechanism among the agents. In our agent based system, each agent depends on the reports of other agents. As intruders will try to attack any node in the network, agents has to check the trust of other agents, to identify the
compromised agent nodes. If any agent finds that the received report from any other agent does not match with the expected results, it can be considered as a compromised agent node.

Each agent i maintains a trust index T for all the other agents, which is updated for each report it receives from the other agents.

(i) If the agent i, receives a report from the agent k, then, trust index of k is calculated as

\[ T_{ik} = \frac{MR_k - NR_k}{n} \]  

(1)

Where MRk is the number of reports that matches with agent i’s report. NRk is the number of reports that does not match with agent i’s report. n is the number of messages received in the time period tn.

(ii) If agent k’s report is different from agent i’s report, then agent i checks Tik. If Tik < Tth, where Tth is the trust threshold, then agent i broadcast a trust request message TReq to other agents. TReq contains the node id suspected agent node.

(iii) On receiving TReq, the agents send their corresponding trust index value of agent k, as a trust reply message TRep.

(iv) After collecting the trust reply messages TRep from other agents, the agent i once again checks If Tjk < Tth, where Tjk is the trust index value of agent k, collected from agents j, j=1,2,… (j <> k). If the condition is true for atleast m agents (m < j), then the agent k is considered as compromised. Any report from that agent will be discarded.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, the performance of the proposed algorithm has been evaluated. In order to test the proposed protocol, the NS2 simulator [15] is used. The proposed Distributed detection techniques has been compared with the normal wormhole attack scenario without applying any detection techniques.

4.1 PERFORMANCE METRICS

For evaluating the performance of the proposed technique following metrics have been used:

- Attack Bandwidth – Attack bandwidth is the amount of bandwidth affected by the attackers (in Mb/s)
- Attack Packets Drop – Attack Packets Drop is the number of packets of the attackers that are detected and eliminated by the monitoring agents.

In this experiment, the performance of proposed distributed agent based technique has been evaluated.

A. BASED ON RATE

In the first experiment the traffic rate was varied as 200Kb to 500Kb.
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Figure 2 shows the bandwidth affected or occupied by the attackers when the attack traffic rate is increased. From the figure it is clearly seen that in the distributed scenario, the amount of attack bandwidth is less when compared to the normal scenario, which indicates that the adverse effect of attackers is reduced in the distributed case.

From Figure 3, it is clearly shown that the number of attack packets dropped when the traffic rate is increased. From the results it has been found that the distributed approach eliminates most of the attack packets when compared to the normal approach.

B. BASED ON TIME

In the second experiment, the simulation time interval was varied from 5 to 25 seconds.
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In this paper, a Distributed agent Based technique for detecting DDoS Attacks in wireless LAN has been proposed. The main advantage of the proposed technique is that it provides an early warning when pre-attack activities are detected. The agents proposed in the architecture are autonomous, mobile and cooperative entities. Each agent executes a detection algorithm and based on the detection results, it exchanges its report with other agents. Based on the collaborative report, a final alert is sent to the base station. Further a trust mechanism in which each agent checks the trust of other agents, to identify the compromised agent nodes has been designed. If any agent finds that the received report from any other agent does not match with the expected results, it can be considered as a compromised agent node. Through simulations, it has been proved that the proposed architecture achieves high throughput with low packet drop, by detecting and isolating the attack traffic flows. Therefore the proposed technique can be used for the detection of DDoS attacks in wireless LAN.
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